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AR 475

In the Matter of a Proposed Rulemaking to
Revise Division 038 Definitions and Rules
Regarding Code of Conduct.

)
)
)

ORDER

DISPOSITION: AMENDMENTS TO RULES ADOPTED

On August 3, 2004, the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission)
initiated a rulemaking proceeding to update certain direct access rule definitions and amend
the code of conduct rules (OAR 860-038-0005 and OAR 860-038-0500 through
860-038-0640). On September 7, 2004, the Commission filed a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking Hearing and Statement of Need and Fiscal Impact with the Secretary of State.
Notice was subsequently provided to all interested persons on the service lists maintained
pursuant to OAR 860-011-0001, and to certain legislators specified in ORS 183.335(15).
Notice of the public comment hearing was published in the Oregon Bulletin on October 1,
2004.

Comments were filed by Commission staff (Staff) and Portland General
Electric Company (PGE) on September 21, October 12, and November 5, 2004. PacifiCorp
also filed comments on the latter two dates. A public comment hearing was held on
October 26, 2004. After extending the time for making comments, the Administrative Law
Judge held a rulemaking workshop on January 24, 2006, which was attended by Staff,
PacifiCorp and PGE.

On March 17, 2006, PGE, PacifiCorp and Staff filed revisions to the rules
which were agreed to by all participants. Comments about those rules were filed by Staff on
March 28, 2006.

In reviewing the docket filings, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) made
changes to the March 17, 2006, set of rules. On March 29, 2006, the ALJ issued a revised set
of rules and a notice extending the comment period to April 12, 2006, which was sent to all
persons on applicable service lists. Staff, PGE and PacifiCorp filed joint final comments on
April 12, 2006.

Definitions

Many of the definitional changes are minor, such as clarifying the definition
of one average megawatt. There are two definitions, however, for which substantial changes
are proposed.
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OAR 860-038-0005(8) - Competitive Operations

One of the purposes of the amended rules is to clarify the business activities
that fall under ORS 757.646. The participants struggled with this issue. The final result
reached by the participants was to redefine “competitive operations” by specifying that
business activities involving the sale or marketing of electricity services and directly related
products are covered by code of conduct rules. As further explanation, the participants cited
examples of what are, and are not, competitive operations under the rule.

We accept the proposed amendments to the definition. We have, however,
made minor revisions to make the rule clearer, and to conform to administrative rule
requirements. The amended rule reads as follows:

“Competitive operations” means any electric company’s activities
involving the sale or marketing of electricity services or directly
related products in an Oregon retail market. Competitive operations
include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a) Energy efficiency audits and programs;
(b) Sales, installation, management, and maintenance of electrical equipment
that is used to provide generation, transmission, and distribution related
services or enhances the reliability of such services; and
(c) Energy management services, including those services related to
electricity metering and billing.
Services or products provided by the electric company as part of its
electric service to its non-direct access customers within its allocated
service territory, or transmission and distribution services to its direct
access customers are not competitive operations.

OAR 860-038-0005(19) – Electric Company Operational Information

In concert with amendments to the business activities covered by the code of
conduct rules, the participants also propose amendments to the definition of “electric
company operational information.” This definitional change clarifies how information is
obtained, as well as the type of information. We agree with these amendments. The
amended rule reads as follows:

“Electric company operational information” means information
obtained by an electric company as part of its provision of services or
products, as long as such products or services are not defined as
“competitive operations.” Such information includes, but is not
limited to, data relating to the interconnection of customers to an
electric company’s transmission or distribution systems; trade secrets;
competitive information relating to internal processes; market analysis
reports; market forecasts; and information about an electric company’s
transmission or distribution system, processes, operations, or plans or
strategies for expansion.
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Other Amendments to Definitions

We have reviewed the other proposed amendments to the definitions, and
approve them. We also approve the new definition of ‘Oregon affiliate,” which was
necessitated by the refinement of which affiliates are affected. Further, we have made a
couple of grammatical changes to definitional rules. All of these amendments are part of the
amended rules, attached as Appendix A, which we adopt.

Code of Conduct Rules

These proposed amendments were an attempt by the participants to better
match the code of conduct rules with the statutory language in ORS 757.646. We address
each proposed rule amendment in turn.

OAR 860-038-0500 – Code of Conduct Purpose

We agree that the amendments more accurately reflect the statute. We adopt
the proposed amendments. The amended rule reads as follows:

The Code of Conduct rules (OAR 860-038-0500 through
860-038-0640) govern the interactions and transactions among the
electric company, its Oregon affiliates, and its competitive operations.
The Code of Conduct is designed to protect against market abuses and
anti-competitive practices by electric companies in the Oregon retail
electricity markets.

OAR 860-038-0520 – Electric Company Name and Logo

Most of the proposed amendments to this section make this rule clearer, and
are acceptable to this Commission. While the participants added a disclaimer for a
competitive operation, which is similar to the disclaimer for an Oregon affiliate, we disagree
with the proposed disclaimer language.

The current disclaimer language is as follows:

‘{Name of affiliate engaged in competitive operations} is not the same
company as {name of electric company} and is not regulated by the Public Utility
Commission of Oregon, and you do not have to buy {name of affiliate}’s products to
continue to receive quality regulated services from {name of electric company}.”

In their March 17, 2006, comments, the participants proposed to change the
phrase “quality regulated services” to “safe and reliable electricity services.” The ALJ draft
recommended using the phrase “current electricity services” rather than “safe and reliable.”
The April 12, 2006 comments indicate a desire to keep the “safe and reliable” language for
three reasons: 1) PGE is already using that phrase in disclaimers, which have previously
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received Commission approval in several tariff filings; 2) customers will be reassured that
their service will not be degraded if they chose not to purchase goods or services from the
electric company’s Oregon affiliate or competitive operation; and 3) use of that phrase
indicates that the statutory standards for an electric company’s service will continue to apply.

We adopt the language proposed by the ALJ. While electric companies are
required to provide adequate and safe service under ORS 757.020, repeating the language in
the context of the rule is simply gratuitous. The point of the disclaimer is to inform
customers that if they choose not to buy products or services from an electric company’s
Oregon affiliate or competitive operations, customers will not see a change in the service
currently provided to them. Safe and reliable service is not the point of the disclaimer;
maintaining the customer’s current service is. Our rules should not presume that an electric
company is providing such service, because situations arise where the service may not be
safe and reliable. Notwithstanding that we have previously approved the participants’
proposed language in tariffs, we find that the better language was proposed by the ALJ.

The amended rule reads as follows:

(1) An electric company may allow its Oregon affiliates and its
competitive operations the use of its corporate name, trademark, brand,
or logo in advertisements of specific electricity services to existing or
potential consumers located within the electric company’s service
area, as long as the Oregon affiliate or its competitive operation
includes a disclaimer in its communications. The disclaimer must be
written in a bold and conspicuous manner or be clearly audible, as
appropriate for the communication medium. The disclaimer must be
included in all print, auditory and electronic advertisements.
(a) The disclaimer for an Oregon affiliate must state the following:
‘{Name of Oregon affiliate} is not the same company as {name of
electric company} and is not regulated by the Public Utility
Commission of Oregon. You do not have to buy {name of Oregon
affiliate}’s products or services to continue to receive your current
electricity service from {name of electric company}.’
(b) The disclaimer for a competitive operation must state the
following: ‘You do not have to buy {product/service name} to
continue to receive your current electricity service from {name of
electric company}.’
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OAR 860-038-0560 – Treatment of Competitors

The final joint comments of the participants, filed April 12, 2006, stated the
following rationale for Section 1 of the amended rules:

. . . [T]he version of subsection (1) in the Amended Revised Rules
should be adopted because it reflects two important concepts: a) that
the electric company must provide its regulated and monopoly services
in a non-discriminatory manner, and b) that it must do so with regard
to the competitors of its Oregon affiliates or its competitive operations.
To accomplish this, the rule must be clear about (i) which services we
are talking about, and (ii) to whom the obligation runs. (Emphasis in
original).

The final version of the amended proposed rule, agreed to by all participants,
fulfills that purpose. We adopt the final proposed rule, which reads as follows:

(1) An electric company shall treat the competitors of its Oregon
affiliates and its competitive operations fairly in all respects and in a
manner consistent with the treatment it affords any of its Oregon
affiliates or competitive operations in the electric company’s:
(a) provision of supply;
(b) provision of capacity;
(c) provision of electricity services;
(d) provision of information obtained as a result of providing either
electric service to its non-direct access customers within its allocated
service territory, or transmission and distribution services to direct
access customers;
(e) offering of discounts;
(f) tariff discretion; and
(g) processing requests for electricity related services.
This section shall not apply to the provision or joint purchasing of
corporate services such as accounting, auditing, financial, legal or
information technology services.
(2) An electric company shall not condition or otherwise tie the
provision of any regulated services provided by the electric company,
nor the availability of discounts of rates or other charges or fees,
rebates, or waivers of terms and conditions of any regulated services
provided by the electric company, to the taking of any electricity
services or directly related products from its Oregon affiliates or
competitive operations.
(3) An electric company shall not assign a consumer to whom it
currently provides electricity services to any of its Oregon affiliates or
competitive operations, whether by default, direct assignment, option,
or by any other means, unless that means is equally available to all
competitors.
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OAR 860-038-0580 – Prevention of Cross-subsidization between
Competitive Operations and Regulated Operations

These proposed amendments add “marketing information” to the information
which cannot be provided to an electric company’s competitive operations unless it is also
available to others. Further, the proposed changes direct electric companies to identify, and
separately account for, revenues and costs of its competitive operations. We adopt the
proposed amendments. The amended rule reads as follows:

(1) Other than information that is routinely made public by an electric
company, or for which a tariff has been approved subject to OAR 860-
038-0540(1), an electric company must not provide electric company
operational or marketing information to its competitive operations
unless it makes such information available to ESSs and other entities
that provide electricity services or directly related products on
identical terms and conditions.
(2) The electric company must identify and separately account for
revenues and costs of its competitive operations.

OAR 860-038-0600 – Joint Marketing and Referral Arrangements

While at first glance it appears that the proposed amendments eliminate all
references to “competitive operations” and replace them with the term “Oregon affiliates,” in
fact the change is not that broad. The original rule’s definition for “competitive operations”
included affiliates. The amendments proposed by the participants continue to cover Oregon
affiliates, as that term is defined in OAR 860-038-0005(44). The requirements and
restrictions covering “competitive operations” are now contained in other sections of the
rules and need not be repeated in this rule.

The proposed amendments also provide an opportunity for current customers
of the electric company to request information about the electric company’s Oregon
affiliates. Once the customer requests information, the electric company must inform the
customer that other providers may exist, and that the customer need not purchase from
electric company’s Oregon affiliates prior to providing the requested information.

The ALJ initially suggested that this customer information should be provided
in writing, as disputes could easily arise about whether the customer actually requested the
information, and whether the electric company provided the information in the manner
required by the rule. The final joint comments, filed on April 12, 2006, point out the
practical limitations of this suggestion, particularly if the discussion between the customer
and electric company occurs on the telephone. We agree with the participants that it is not
practical to incorporate the ALJ’s suggestion. However, we expect thorough documentation
of oral conversations and strongly urge the electric companies to send a written document to
the customer confirming the contents of the conversation. In any matters of dispute under
this section, the utility has the burden to show that it complied with our rules.
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Finally, consistent with our discussion regarding OAR 860-038-0520, we use
the term “current” electric service rather than “safe and reliable” electric service. We adopt
the following as the amended rule:

(1) For joint marketing, advertising, and promotional activities an
electric company shall not:
(a) Provide or acquire leads on behalf of its Oregon affiliates;
(b) Solicit business or acquire information on behalf of its Oregon
affiliates;
(c) Give the appearance of speaking or acting on behalf of its Oregon
affiliates except that an electric company, pursuant to a customer
request, may provide information about electricity services or directly
related products offered by the electric company’s Oregon affiliates.
Prior to providing the information, the electric company must inform
the customer that:
A) Other providers may exist, and
B) The customer does not have to purchase these electricity services or
directly related products from the electric company’s Oregon affiliate
in order for the customer to continue to receive the customer’s current
electricity service from the electric company;
(d) Represent to consumers or potential consumers that it can offer

electricity services or directly related products from the electric
company’s Oregon affiliates bundled or packaged with its tariffed
services; or
(e) Request authorization from its consumers to pass on proprietary

consumer information exclusively to its Oregon affiliates.
(2) An electric company shall not engage in joint marketing,

advertising, or promotion of its electricity services or directly related
products with those of its Oregon affiliates in a manner that favors the
electricity services or directly related products of the Oregon affiliate.
Such joint marketing, advertising, or promotion includes, but is not
limited to, the following:
(a) Acting or appearing to act on behalf of its Oregon affiliates in any

communications and contacts with any existing or potential consumers,
subject to the exception in (1)(c) above;
(b) Joint sales calls;
(c) Joint proposals, either as requests for proposals or responses to

requests for proposals;
(d) Joint promotional communications or correspondence, except that

an electric company may allow its Oregon affiliates access to consumer
bill advertising inserts according to the terms of a Commission
approved tariff, so long as access to such inserts is made available on
the same terms and conditions to unaffiliated entities offering similar
services as the Oregon affiliates that use bill inserts; or
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(e) Joint presentations at trade shows, conferences, or other marketing
events within the state of Oregon.
(3) An electric company may participate in meetings with its Oregon

affiliates to discuss technical or operational subjects regarding the
electric company’s provision of transmission or distribution services to
the consumer; but only in the same manner and to the same extent the
electric company participates in such meetings with unaffiliated entities
and their consumers.

OAR 860-038-0610 – Waiver of Code of Conduct

The participants proposed a new rule providing for waiving the code of
conduct rules. This issue has already been addressed in OAR 860-038-0001(4), which
provides that upon good cause shown, any entity subject to Division 038 rules may apply to
be relieved from any obligations under these rules. As this issue is already addressed by the
rules, we decline to adopt the participants’ proposed rule.

OAR 860-038-0620 – Access to Books and Records

In the past, some issues have arisen about Commission access to an electric
company’s and its affiliates’ books and records. These proposed amendments place a duty
on the electric company to provide full access to both its and its affiliates’ books and records.
This duty includes providing copies to the Commission if the records are kept out of state.
These amendments more concisely describe the access requirement. We adopt the proposed
amendments. The amended rule reads as follows:

(1) An electric company must provide the Commission with full access
to all of the electric company’s and affiliates’ books and records in
order to review all transactions between an electric company and its
Oregon affiliates.
(2) An electric company and its affiliates shall maintain separate books
and records, and, whenever possible, prepare unconsolidated financial
statements.
(3) An electric company and its competitive operations shall maintain
sufficient records to allow for an audit of the transactions between an
electric company and its competitive operations. At its discretion, the
Commission may require an electric company to initiate, at the electric
company’s expense, an audit of the transactions between an electric
company and its competitive operations performed by an independent
third party.
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OAR 860-038-0640 – Compliance Filings

These proposed amendments update the compliance filing timelines, and
substitute a biennial third-party verified report for an independent audit. This change will
make the reports more usable for Staff, and result in a cost savings to the electric companies.
We adopt the proposed amendments. The amended rule reads as follows:

By June 1 of each odd numbered year, an electric company must file a
verified report prepared by an independent third-party regarding the
electric company’s compliance with OAR 860-038-0500 through 860-
038-0620 for the prior two calendar years.

Conclusion

While we have not adopted all of the recommendations made by the
participants, we substantially agree with the concepts behind most of the changes. We will
adopt the rule amendments, as modified in this order, shown in attached Appendix A.


























